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I’m afraid I have to ask, not for the first time,
whether the SAMAA Committee actually
knows what it’s doing!

First, a little progress is made in the direction of 
investigating a new / better insurance policy,
and the imaginative member gets castigated by
the vice-Chairman for operating “without a
mandate”, when in fact the current Chairman
issued an open mandate in November 2006 to
see if a better policy could be found.

Then I find a most disturbing clause in our
current policy . . . 

 “Public Liability”
  “9 Exclusions”
“This section does not cover liability for
claims arising out of . . .

“9.3 the ownership possession or use by or
on behalf of the Assured of any aircraft  . . .”
            (My emphasis. Ed)

How has any claim ever been paid out against
this policy?  Or are they waiting until there is a
really serious claim before they suddenly
“find” clause 9.3?

It was reported after a meeting late in 2006, that 
the Insurer wouldn’t be happy about a payout of 
R 120 000 against a premium of R 40 000. 

.Editorial
 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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What on earth would the Insurer have to say
about a claim for R 1 million or, heaven forbid,
the full R 10 million?  Isn’t that what actuaries
or “risk assessors” do to earn their exorbitant
salaries?  Don’t they see to it that premiums
will likely match claims over a period of five or
even ten years?  Not at the end of each year.

There was a plaintive wail among some recent
communications on the insurance issue, to the
effect that “I’m confused by this insurance
business — is our cover (R 10 million) too
high? . . . or too low? . . . is our premium too
high or too low?”  This from someone who
should know at least a little of what’s been
going on!

Has anyone asked a broker or lawyer whether
this is enough? (I won’t even dignify the
possibility of it being too high with a mention!) 

We have found out (with no difficulty at all)
that fliers in other countries are covered for —

Australia — $ 20 million (Aus) 
        about R 100 million

the British MFA — £ 5 million 
         about R 90 million

— both of which make our R 10 million look
more than a little stupid!

Then there is the “member-to-member” issue.
I have been given three different explanations
of what it means, and the term is not explained
(or used) anywhere in the policy — only in the
“Renewal Schedule”.  How can that be?

I can’t help feeling that we’re being fed a load
of garbage by people who don’t really know
what they’re talking about.  Or do they?  Now
that’s a scary thought!

In the present age of transparency and open-
ness, isn’t it time someone explained to the
membership at large what goes on here?  And it
needs to be someone who knows what he’s
talking about — not someone’s opinion of what 
someone else thinks about what some fourth
party told him!

Alternately, perhaps someone (again, who
knows what he’s talking about) could explain to 
me where I’m wrong!
     *  *  *

There seems to be a fairly serious outbreak of
“been there — done that” in the ARF helicopter 
market.  I was recently sent a photo of my
six-year-old grandson in the US, flying one of
the latest contra-rotor models in their lounge!

So now, all that’s left is creating different
bodies for existing systems —

— like this space-suited character with various
bits and pieces protruding here and there to
make the helicopter work.  My only suggested
improvement would be to make the rotors,
tail-boom and tail rotor out of transparent
plastic . . . for a more realistic appearance.

— or is that all?  

It is claimed that, although a working model of
the twin rotor Chinook was flown some years
ago, it was by no means an ARF!  It involved
some serious engineering and wasn’t easy to fly 
. . . so Twister are entitled to proclaim proudly
that their Skylift  is the “World’s first ever
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ready-to-fly tandem rotor helicopter” . . . and
apart from the contra-rotating rotors, they
might as well call it a Chinook!

Brian-the-Chair has at last got me off his back! 
I asked him to help me with the range checks on 
the little Synthesised Rx reviewed later in this
issue, but with the wind making life unpleasant
and his work keeping his nose firmly to the
grind-stone, he just couldn’t fit it in . . . until
last Saturday afternoon.  He brought along his
newly acquired T-Rex  helicopter and gave it
some air-time, although he claimed it still
needed a lot of trimming and he was shaking
with nerves when it was in the air.

Then my mind wandered towards other
possibilities . . . what else could a helicopter
do? . . . what else could behave like a
helicopter? . . . and I remembered the current
mania of “prop-hanging”.  So many models
have developed to the point where their thrust is 
at least equal to their weight.  

So how about a scale model of a full-sized
prop-hanger?

There is the Lockheed XFV-1 Salmon —

which had a more or less
conventional wing layout,
but an X-tail, with small
castors on each tail-tip . . .
and a conventional landing 
gear “just in case”!

Then there was the Convair XFY-1 Pogo,
which had a delta wing and a conventional fin
as well as a matching sub-fin — again with
castors on the tip of each tail segment.

However, in this one you landed back on your
tail or else . . .
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Both sported huge contra-rotating props to
eliminate the obvious torque problems at the
moment of lift-off and, although they worked,
they were not a practical proposition and were
not developed further.

There was a jet version of the Pogo, which
eliminated the torque problem, but the
difficulty of the pilot seeing where he was
going when trying to “sit on his tail” proved
unsurmountable.  They even tried a “landing
hook” very like what we have on our gliders,
which he was supposed to latch onto a ring on a
vertical wall, but it wasn’t a screaming success.

One of these should surely provide the next step 
for pilots who have reached the stage of prop-
hanging a conventional model and are looking
for some new challenge — adding vertical
take-off and landing to their repertoire.

Or is the lack of an ARF version or kit too much 
like real modelling???

*  *  *
In 1853, Sir George Cayley entered the history
books, 30 years before the traditional glider
pioneer, Otto Lilienthal.  Sir George is usually
credited with the creation of the first
hang-glider, although he didn’t do much (if
any) flying himself — his more than a little
unwilling gardener / chauffeur was cajoled into
acting as pilot, and promptly sought other
employment!

In 2003, to comemorate the
150th anniversary of the
flight, Sir Richard Branson
(he does get his fingers into
almost any pie of interest,
doesn’t he), resplendent in
period garb  repeated the
flight in front of many of Sir George’s

descendants, in a modern replica, which is said
to have performed better than the original!

*  *  *
First indications are that the e-area v g-area,
established at the AGM, is being observed and
working well.  Nice going, guys — let’s keep it
that way!
     *  *  *
I’m switching my allegiance from the Stormers
to the Sharks!  I’m tired of the Stormer’s ability
to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory!

*  *  *
The investigation into that 777 which almost
reached the threshold at Heathrow is still on the
go.  All they seem to have found out is that they
can’t say what went wrong!  The auto-throttles
failed to crank up to extend the approach with
less than a minute to go to touch-down, and
manual over-ride didn’t!

Now it appears that a 777 approaching Los
Angeles on a flight from Miami suffered the
same problem, but at a more manageable
altitude.  At 2000 feet, the auto-throttle asked
for more power and one engine spooled up but
the other didn’t . . . for an agonising 15 seconds, 
at which point it came up as well and the
landing proceeded without further incident.

It seems to me to be an identical problem, but
with more time to correct whatever was wrong.
I can’t help thinking that it has to be a computer
glitch, despite the multiple redundencies they
build into control systems.  Maybe the next
level of redundency cut in but in the Heathrow

case, not quickly enough!

I have sources which are keeping me
informed of progress — or lack of.

*
There has been another near-nasty a few days 
ago.  An Airbus tried to land at Hamburg
during one of the worst storms in recent
times.  Huge cross-wind gusts caused it to
touch down on left-main-gear . . . left
wing-tip . . . left-main-gear . . . and then
throttles-to-the-firewall as they executed a

missed approach, before landing safely.
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Nigel, my pal who lives near Hamburg, sent me 
this report from a local paper —

Saturday: Co-pilot bringing Airbus into
Hamburg during the storm exceeded
the crosswind component for the type
and put the plane down wingtip first. 
Executed a missed approach then
landed on the runway they should have
used in the first instance.

Apparently there is a video on YouTube
which you can probably download and
write to disk.  Plenty of stills floating
around the net as well.

I saw it on SkyNews and have it on tape — the
video clip is available on YouTube, under the
title “Lufthansa Airbus lands on wingtip” or
words to that effect.  I have no idea how long it
will remain there, so it may have gone by the
time you read this.  Hairy!  But approaching on
the wrong runway???

How was it that someone had a camera trained
on it from the threshold?

*
Willem had a look at YouTube and found the
clip and was suitably horrified.  Says that
almost the first thing pilots are taught while
training for cross-wind landings is that
whatever else they do, they must have the
wings level at the moment of touch-down.  Of
course a sudden gust will undo the best of
plans.

He also told me that there are people who camp
just short of the threshold and film everything
that comes over, in the hope of capturing
something like this and posting it on the web.
What a way to spend your life!

*

It was reported that passengers disembarking
were in a quandary as to whether they should
make a bolt for the toilet or the bar, and all were
planning on finding a clean pair of knickers!

*  *  *

— Important Notice —
Anyone who considers himself an active SSC 
flier, and who didn’t get the e-mail about the
closure of Youngsfield on 1st March while they
ran a “Mini-Argus” must be missing from my
“Active SSC” e-mail address group, which
means I don’t have your e-mail address in my
records.

Please remedy this so that messages / notices
such as this can reach you quickly and easily.

*
A couple of members acknowledged receipt of
said notice, one suggesting we clear the field by 
having Keith do a couple of low passes with his
biggest model, and another suggesting we lay
on a portapool and a few lengths of rope, tie
them together and dunk them in batches of ten!

*  *  *
By the time members read this, about half of 
them should realize that —

• their SAMAA membership has expired * . . .
• they are no longer insured *
 ( * unless they handle their own payment)  . . .
• and their Youngsfield Access card is no
   longer valid . . . 
• not forgetting that this will be their last
   Southeaster!

Come on people, when subs are due they 
should be paid!

- - - o o O o o - - -

Mahatma Gandhi, as you know, walked barefoot most of the time,
which produced an impressive set of calluses on his feet. 
He also ate very little, which made him rather frail and

with his odd diet, he suffered from bad breath.
This made him a super calloused fragile mystic hexed by halitosis.
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Southern Soaring Club Flying Rules

Section A — Common Sense  

1 Never turn on your Transmitter unless you have “reserved”
your frequency by placing a peg with your name on it on the
pegboard.

2 Consider other fliers at all times.

3 Check that the air is “clear above and behind” before
launching.

4 Clearly announce your intention of taking off or landing.

5 Never fly over the pits (other pilots).  
(Gliders are allowed a little leeway in this regard, but they should avoid
overflying the pits if at all possible, and the “Landing!” warning should
be called loud and clear.)

6 If you get into difficulties at any time, call for help sooner
rather than later.

Section B — Flying areas —    
 Gliders and Electrics Sharing Airspace

1 Areas for the launching, pilot line and landing of each of
gliders and electrics shall be allocated and enforced.  The
electric area is to the east of the line between the corner of
the pole-fence on the north side and the corner of the trees
near the hangars on the south side.  The glider area is to the
west of the above line.

2 Big, heavy, fast or dangerous models (identified on an ad hoc
basis by three members of the Committee) may not fly
between 09h00 and 12h30 on Sundays.

3 All members will present themselves for a Proficiency Test. 
If any member really feels seriously insulted by being asked
to perform a test, the Committee will consider suitable
official documentation presented to them proving his
proficiency.

4 A new peg-board is to be created, including the rules and
indicating the g-area and e-area, so there can be no mistake.

5 Members who pass their Proficiency Test will be listed in
Southeaster.
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

Another Leap Year come and (partly) gone, and 
the weather is still dominating our flying
enjoyment.  We had a strange thunderstorm on
the night 3rd March, and very strong winds on
the 4th.  

I must say, I have been doing a lot of research
into the weather, and I am now more and more
convinced that other forces are at play.  

Don’t get me wrong, Global Warming is
happening, but not necessarily as a direct result
of CO2 .  I saw an interesting program whilst in
the UK last year, detailing how sunspot activity
is at an all time high.  And seeing sunspot
activity is apparently a magnetic based
phenomenon, there are all kinds of theories as
to why this is happening.  

One interesting theory is that the universe is
based on a “plasma discharge model” which
explains that planets can interfere with each
other.  Another interesting observation is that it
is not only Earth that is warming — other
planets are too — which would blow the CO2

idea out of the water. 

Bottom line though, there is currently
insufficient proof to blame any one cause.   

*  *  *
Winton referred me to an interesting thread on
RC Groups titles — Electrics at a Glider field.

This was certainly very interesting reading, as it 
related directly to my comment at the AGM.   

To quote a few comments —

“I say, if you want a glider field you have 
to work for it and you have to work for
the balance.  And if the glider pilots
want to keep it a glider field then they
have to be active and work together to

see that it stays a glider field, or
someone else will take over. 

“No matter what type of flying you like,
there will be others who will want to
expand the use of the field.  That is why
the gas pilots rejected the electrics, and 
why they reject gliders at most power
clubs.”

*
“As the electric fliers proliferate in the
club they start to move into club
leadership positions, implementing
electric rules and pushing gliders out
— just what Tom said that is what
happened to HSS and Eldo.” 

*
“The problem comes when a club that
had 20 glider members in it, suddenly
has 40 new electric members join. 
They can walk into the club monthly
meeting and vote to change the club to
an electric club.”

*
The thread goes on for 10 pages, so this is an
issue facing clubs around the world.  One thing
to note is that you always get bad apples
amongst your members.  These bad apples tend
to be a law to themselves and not considerate of
anybody else.  Hopefully, we can learn from
other clubs in this regard and try to prevent
these issues from causing rifts.

*  *  *
Lionel Brink posted some comments on
MGASA recently regarding the mini-electric-
helicopter-toys being sold on the market.  
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The main concern is that they operate on
35,800 MHz and are likely to cause
interference with receivers in our band.  

I think members have forgotten that SAMAA
have been assigned a band that starts at
35,000 MHz and stops at 35,500 MHz.     

If our receivers are able to be interfered with
from other frequencies outside this band,
irrespective of it being a toy helicopter or
whatever, it is our receivers which have a
problem.  Such receivers are then pretty much
useless and ought to be replaced with more
modern technology.   

Times do change and we have got to try and
keep up, or suffer the consequences.     

*  *  *

Yeah — so what more can I say?  Lack of flying 
is not resulting in much to write about.  

I did get out and fly my T-Rex-600 on one
occasion, but my fingers where shaking a tad
too much for me to enjoy the heli.  

Still got to get my head around the image of
dollar signs attached to rotating blades.   This is
a real issue for many heli pilots starting out. 
The fear of replacements part costs sure does
hinder one’s skill level.   

Anyway, let’s see if March produces better
weather.

Only time will tell.   

Cheers
    Brian 

- - - o o O o o - - - 

How to Start Each Day with a Positive Outlook —
Most people who were in Rhodesia in 1966 will remember the rolls of
toilet paper which could be obtained, with Harold Wilson’s face on
each square — what satisfaction!

 Here’s a new one used by locals when they feel particularly depressed —

1. Open a new folder in your computer. 
2. Name it “Robert Mugabe”. 
3. Send it to the Re-cycle Bin. 
4. Empty the Re-cycle Bin. 
5. Your PC will ask you — 
   “Do you really want to delete “Robert Mugabe?"
6. Firmly Click “Yes.” 
7. Feel better?
Tomorrow you can do Jacob Zuma.

It’s a Thin Line Between Guts and Foolishness . . .
A man comes home very late one night (early morning?) — drunk.

His wife is waiting for him with a broom in her hand and he asks her . . .
“Are you cleaning the house or are you flying somewhere?”
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  Local Happenings

Harry S. Hawk 

It made quite a change to have two flyable
Sundays in succession, on the 3rd and 10th —
both however were curtailed by rain from about 
11h00.

The former saw a small turnout and the wind,
moderate for a change, was awkward for
bungee and winch, blowing down the length of
the field resulting in mostly crosswind
launches.  Some electrics were flown, Keith
had two up and Willem’s large Miss Philly was
seen practicing figure-8s.  Attendance on the
10th was up, about a dozen members enjoying
the light breeze in overcast conditions until the
rain started.  

A late arrival, just as most were packing up, was 
Mark Wolffe, with a vehicle full of large
aircraft — he only managed to fly a small
electric helicopter in the rain. 

One of his models was an interesting one, the
de Havilland Comet.  No, not the first jet
airliner of the early 1950s (the DH-106), but the 
DH-88 Comet of 1934. Three were built
specifically for a sponsored air race from
London to Melbourne, to be run that year, and
two more later, one of which made two
attempts on the London-Cape record, both
unsuccessful.

The winner of the former race was the Comet
G-ACSS which is preserved in a flyable state
by the Shuttleworth Trust in Bedfordshire.  

The aircraft has been modeled many times in all 
sizes, the most impressive being a half-scale
version powered by two 74cc Zenoah twins,

with a span of 6,7m.  With it’s highly tapered
wing, a tendency to tip stall has always been a
characteristic of models of this good looking
aircraft.

*
Another Sunday lost to the wind on the 17th.

*
Another interesting snippet about the de
Havilland company is that the well known
Tiger Moth was also not the first aircraft of that
name built by them.  The famous trainer was
derived from the DH-60 Moth  biplane, which
had straight wings.  The distinctive sweptback
and staggered wings of the former was the
result of having to make it easier to bale out
from the front cockpit, so as to satisfy the
requirements of a military spec. of 1931. 

The earlier aircraft of the same name was the
DH-71 Tiger Moth , of which only two were
built.  It was a single seat low wing racing
monoplane and neither survive today — one
crashed in Australia during practice for an air
race and the other was destroyed during an air
raid in 1940.  

In case anyone is deceived, this is a picture of a
model — the only other photo to be found is in
black & white from the underside, and much
less attractive.

*
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If anyone has any doubts that Murphy is back in 
full control, forget them!

The Weather Office predicted, in no fewer than
three reports, that Sunday 24th would
have 35 km/h winds with a 60%
chance of rain.

In the whole day, the wind never
topped 5 km/h and of rain there was
nary a sign!  It was a really decent day
for a change! 

A large number of club members took
advantage of the ideal conditions. 
Someone counted over 20 vehicles
present, although the number of models flying
did not seem to match the number of people.
The usual collection of FoxEds flew and there
were a couple of very fast Zagis over on the
electric side.  

Keith, in the spirit of the club rules, flew his
larger electrics before 0900 and Ed maidened
someone’s foamie, as well as flying Stan’s
model. 

Tim and Johan got into some lift with their
gliders, as did Willem with his OT Raydic, by
following a pair of Steppe Buzzards up in a
thermal.

Brian-the-Chair and JL were seen setting up the 
winch for the first time in several months —
unfortunately that interval was soon evident in
the number of line-breaks in the brittle nylon.
Brian wound in a little to check that the drum
was aligned correctly, and it snapped even
before he’d reached a tension which would
have launched JL’s lightweight Psphynques.

He trudged out to find the broken ends and
knotted them . . . it snapped again under the
tension of his pulling the knot tight!  When this
happened three more times they ripped all the
line off and binned it!  JL had more line at home 
but they decided that it was more than their
combined blood pressure was worth to try
installing new line and then flying!

JL launched on the bungee, but in a cross-wind
so he didn’t get to a useful height.  Later Brian
tried the bungee on his Graphite, but although
he found signs of lift, it wasn’t reliable.

As we’re called the Southern SOARING Club,
here’s a photo of a very large wingspan full size
glider of 1938, shown on a dolly.  

It’s called the Darmstad D-30B Cirrus and had
a span of 22,2 m with an A/R of 33,6 — the
highest ever used until then.  The glide ratio
was measured at 37,6:1 — a figure that was not
improved upon until very much later.  

The boom, as well as the broad hollow box
main spar, were from alloy, the rest was wood. 
Only one was built and it is assumed that it was
destroyed prior to the Allied occupation of
Germany in 1945.

*
In the roof of his garage I know that JL has an
elderly Slingsby T-31 tandem trainer, and I also
know that he has long cherished the notion of
building the side-by-side version . . . the
Slingsby T-21.  He even got hold of a set of
plans from Marc Wolffe (of all people), only to
have Willem borrow them to copy and start on
one himself!

It has reached the stage where the open
structure can be photographed.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Corona Receiver Review 
   RP4S1 — Synthesised Rx 

John Lightfoot & Brian Mulder

No need for expensive crystals with this tiny
four-channel receiver — it hunts out your Tx
frequency and that’s it!

First, its physical properties —

 17 mm wide, 8 mm thick and 42 mm long
from end to tip of pins . . . 48 mm when
servo plugs are in place.

Weight is only 5,4 g

It is encased in a (thickish) transparent heat
shrink tube rather than a (relatively heavy)
plastic case.

The aerial is of lighter wire than those on
most receivers and so needs to be treated
with care.

The four sets of pins
at the other end are
clearly marked for
the four channels
and the polarity.

Care needs to be taken when connecting
servos, since it can be seen that polarities
are “mirror images”.  There is no physical
polarity check such as on Futaba plugs.

There is no specific battery connection, but 
there are three ways of powering up the Rx.

• By using only three servos and using the
fourth location for the battery . . .

• By using the BEC connection from the
motor on an electric model . . .

• By using a Y-lead in any of the servo leads.

On the front face there is a small press
switch and a tiny LED by which the Rx
“talks” to you.

LED off = no signal
LED flickering = searching for signal
LED on (steady) = latched onto signal

Electronic Performance —

With Tx on (as usual!), and no other Tx closer
than 10 m, power up the Rx.  The LED gives
two short flashes and then stays off (assuming it 
isn’t already by chance tuned to the Tx
frequency).

Use a blunted toothpick or a pencil to press and
hold the button above the LED.  The LED will
flicker rapidly as it scans the frequencies and
then light steadily, showing that it has found the 
Tx frequency.  Release the button.

The Rx “remembers” this frequency until
retuned, so there is no need to repeat the above
every time it is switched on.

Its stated specs include —
  Sensitivity better than 2,0 µV *
  Selectivity ±8 kHz at 68 dB down *
  Polarity auto-detect (ie + or – pulse)
   (the last means that it will handle both
    Futaba and JR without resetting)

  * Brian reports that the Sensitivity and
Selectivity values are in the “good” range
of acceptable.
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I did my best to get Brian to give me some idea
of “what represents good and what is bad” in
this context.  He wriggled like the proverbial
worm on a hook, but in the end I had to concede
that it simply couldn’t be done!  Not that he
didn’t try, but he lost me very quickly — the
main problem being that there were just too
many variables and one couldn’t allow for even 
half of them.  Different transmitter power  . . .
different requirements . . . different ways of
looking at the situation . . .

We just have to accept his expert opinion that
they are in the high end of acceptable.

The test unit was successfully ‘latched’ onto a
   Futaba FF-8 Tx on 35,060 MHz, 
    a JR 9x Tx on 35,030 MHz 
and a ‘technically illegal’ toy helicopter
      Tx on 35,850 MHz
— so it appears able to handle a wide range of
the 35 MHz band.

We subjected the unit to my standard range test, 
down the road inside Youngsfield, and the
results were adequate.  I realise that may not
sound all that encouraging, but that is exactly
how I felt about it, bearing in mind that we used
two good transmitters — my Futaba FF-8 and
Brian’s JR 9x.  Both gave aerial-down range of
a bit under 100 m and aerial-up of about 300 m.  

These are well down on what those transmitters 
give with “their own” receivers — namely
180 m and 900 m.

I would have to say that I would be perfectly
happy to use one of these receivers in a small
parkfly model or a helicopter (assuming I was
able to control one!) which wouldn’t get too far
away (it would be too small to see decently
before it went out of range) but I wouldn’t put
one in a bigger glider for example, which might 
get to some considerable height — but then, the 
whole purpose of such a light and tiny receiver
is presumably to use it in a small model.  Of
course, the vertical range would be quite a bit
more than those on the ground.

Planned retail price is R 220.

*  *  *
Finally, a couple of second-hand comments
from the Internet —

• “This is a $29 receiver (Australia) and
 should be treated as such!”.

• Several other makes of receivers suffered
from terrible twitchiness in a carbon-
framed helicopter, but this Rx behaved as
steady as a rock!

- - - o o O o o - - -

 I think we have all seen tip vortices before, but . . .  
 Evan Shaw sent me this incredible piece of modern art 
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Contact — Goolam Ismail
goolam.ismail@eskom.co.za

021 - 550 4617 (w)
082 786 0910Factory defective electronic products

will be replaced.

E-Max brushless motor
CF-2822 1200 Kv
parkfly / 3D  R 90

E-Max 40A 
brushless ESC
 with BEC R 370

Tower Pro
SG-51 (micro) servo

    R 60

Tower Pro
MG-945 (metal gear)  servo
       R 120

Servo Specifications —

Servo Size Weight Speed Torque
(mm) (g) (sec / 60°) (kg.cm)

SG-51 21.5×11,7×25,1 5,0 0,37 0,7

SG-91 23×12,2×29 9,0 1,8 1,8

MG-945 40,7×19×42,9 55 0,25 5,5

SG-5010 40,2×20,2×43,2 38 0,4 2,5

Tower Pro
SG-91 (micro) servo

    R 60

Tower Pro
SG-5010 (std) servo

      R 60

Spare gear set
for SG-91 R 20

LiPo Batteries

1000 mAh 2s 20C R 110
 800 mAh 3s 20C R 180
1000 mAh 3s 20C R 160
1300 mAh 3s 25C R 260
1800 mAh 3s 20C R 280
1800 mAh 3s 25C R 340
2250 mAh 3s 20C R 345
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 Is the F-15 Tough, or What? 
(Author unknown but Evan Shaw sent me this article some time ago. Thanks JL)

A simulated dogfight training exercise took
place between two F-15Ds and four
A-4N Skyhawks over the skies of the Negev in
Israel.

“At some point I collided with one of the
Skyhawks, although at first I didn’t realize it.  I
felt a big strike and I thought we had passed
through the jet stream of one of the other
aircraft. 

Before I could react, I saw the big fireball and
the radio started to deliver calls saying that the
Skyhawk pilot has ejected, and I understood
that the fireball was the Skyhawk that
exploded, and the pilot was ejected
automatically. 

There was a tremendous fuel stream going out
of my wing and I understood it was badly
damaged.  

The aircraft flew without control in a strange
spiral.  I reconnected the electric control to the
control surfaces, and slowly gained control of

the aircraft until I was straight and level again. 
It was clear to me that I had to eject.  

When I regained control I said: “Hey, wait,
don’t eject yet!”  No warning light was on and
the navigation computer worked as usual — I
just needed a warning light on my panel to
indicate that I was missing a wing!” 

My instructor pilot ordered me to eject.  The
wing is a fuel tank, and the fuel indicator
showed 0.000, so I assumed that the jet stream
sucked all the fuel out of the other tanks. Then I
remembered that the valves operate only in one
direction, so that I might have enough fuel to
get to the nearest airfield and land. 

I  worked like a machine, I wasn’t scared and
didn’t worry.  All I knew was as long as the
sucker flies, I’m gonna stay inside. 

I started to decrease the airspeed, but at that
point one wing was not enough, and I went into
a spin down and to the right.  A second before I
decided to eject, I pushed the throttle and lit the
afterburner.  I gained speed and thus got control 
of the aircraft again.  Next thing I did was lower 
the arresting hook.  

I touched the runway at 260 knots, about twice
the recommended speed, after calling the tower
to erect the emergency recovery net.  The hook
was torn away from the fuselage because of the
high speed, but I managed to stop 10 metres
before the net. 
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I turned back to shake the hand of my
instructor, who had urged me to eject, and then I 
saw it for the first time — no wing!

This is definitely a testament to modern combat 
aircraft design.  I figure the fuselage acting as
an airfoil, a high thrust to weight ratio and two
engines (differential thrust) helped in this
impressive feat. 

- - - o o O o o - - -

 Theft — big-time! 

My Mother told a tale the other day in
connection with the chap who delivers
their wood supply (for the fire).

Apparently the firm is run by a young
couple who had only recently bought the
business as a means of moving into the
countryside and having a job with plenty
of fresh air and exercise.  The sawmill is a
bit isolated but the house that came with
the enterprise is just down the road.  

Once they had got to grips with the
business and understood its potential they
started to upgrade.  First thing they bought
was a very large saw that would reduce
whole trees to planks in a matter of
minutes.  It was delivered one lunchtime
and the electricians connected everything
up in the afternoon.  They tried one tree
trunk late that evening and, satisfied with
the promise of hugely increased
productivity, they went home.

Next morning they arrived at the yard in a
fever of anticipation — to find the saw
gone!  

Now this saw wasn’t made by Makita you
understand.  It was Swedish — a country
that has long understood forestry — it was
heavy, and was removed from the delivery
truck with a small crane.  Yet, in the hours
of darkness, it had disappeared so
completely that it was difficult to believe it 
had ever been there.

Now you and I might suspect the seller of
some complicity, or the haulage
contractors, or maybe the electricians. The 
police, in their infinite wisdom, are no
nearer a solution some two months later. 

(Mind you — I have a sister who is a
member of the great British Constabulary
and from the stories she tells I’m surprised 
the ordinary copper ever catches anyone!) 

Not only are they no nearer a solution, but
since then the business has been raided on
a further two occasions.  On one occasion,
all the small saws and other hand-tools
went.  Last time they managed to pump out 
two thousand litres of diesel that was kept
in the yard for filling the trucks and site
generators.

Pilfery, in England, seems to have been
raised to the level of an art- form.

And, the situation seems to be getting
worse instead of better :-(

(And we thought we had it bad in this
country, where aluminium railings are cut
off bridges, water pipes are dug up and cut
out and telephone cables are removed, all
for resale to scrap dealers . . . I have heard 
it said that one of the biggest export items
from Cape Town is scrap copper — to
China! JL)

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Slope Report 

Kevin Farr 

Time flies when you’re having fun, and so do
our gliders — and therein lies all the fun. 

The month has literally flown past and I try to
keep up with the passing weeks, but a blur of
slope activity just seems to merge into one good 
time after the other.  

Finally the howling southeasters have begun to
back off and we enter the slow decline towards
winter.  We have still had the odd walk to the St. 
James site for the “howling beyond belief”
southeaster days, but we have also finally
managed one great session at Red Hill, in
conditions that are more reminiscent of last
year’s summer flying season. 

The raging fires that burnt the Peninsula to a
crisp for what seemed like weeks on end have
finally been quelled.  Apparently started by an 
arsonist, these fires would start every Friday
like clockwork.  

4 pm Friday, arsonist gets home from a hard
day in the salt mines, grabs his favourite box of
matches and literally heads for the hills.  The
final score from the ravaging fires reads like a
South African teams tally in the Super 14.  

A truly sad affair.  

A large part of the Peninsula was destroyed and
the number of houses razed to the ground ended 
up at five.  An entire informal settlement was
annihilated and with both events a large number 
of people’s lives, possessions and dreams
disappeared in a puff of smoke.  Large tracts of
land were burnt to the ground and now
resemble a moonscape, and for the first time
you can actually see how many rocks make up a 
mountain.

From the slope side of things, the only
redeeming factor was that none of our current
sloping sites were burnt.  Generally, after a
large-scale burn, the new growth comes
through the base of the remaining twigs, and
these burnt twigs can stand for years above the
new growth.  The aforementioned twigs for
some reason or the other, attract built-up gliders 

on final landing approach like dog poop to the
proverbial blanket.  We are hugely thankful to
the fire-fighters who risked their lives, and in
some cases got trapped and burnt, for their
unyielding line of defence in the face of what
was the equivalent of Dante ’s inferno.  And to
the maniac with the match box, may you get to
meet the keeper of Dante ’s inferno on a
personal level one day — and get a poke in the
eye with a burnt twig for all the mayhem you
have created.

* 
On a slightly more disturbing note, we have
been told to CATCH our gliders! 

Now this gem of a suggestion comes from the
SANP rangers who approached us at the St.
James site on a Sunday afternoon.  The new
section ranger had instructed the mountain
rangers that we are not permitted to fetch our
gliders down the slope.  There are only two
sites that are on SANP land, St. James and
Chapman’s Peak, the others are on private land
or on city council land.  We have an agreement
with SANP that we are to call the head office
when as a group; we are going to fly either site.
This we do like clockwork, and either get
greeted by an answering machine, or an
individual who has no idea what sloping is, or
where we actually are on the Peninsula.  It ’s
quite astounding that these keepers of the land
have no idea where Chapman’s Peak is! 

As to catching the gliders, I dutifully suggested
that the ranger stand and catch a 2,5 kilogram
glider while I do my best not to knock his block
off.  At this point he backed off the idea and
suggested I not kill the messenger.  This all
brings out the aggressive streak in us slope
addicts.  The parks officials seem more than
willing to sell a bit of land if financial gain is to
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be incurred, set up a very expensive hotel in the
very bowels of Chapman’s Peak for the very
rich only, and yet deem it necessary to chase
around 8 guys and their gliders who stand
accused of setting a bush bashing precedent
that other mountain users are supposedly going
to follow with glee. 

As much as we try to get an understanding from 
SANP on our hobby and its minimal impact on
the environment, the more we run into a brick
wall.  Every year, when we go back to St.
James, the relevant growth of the fynbos has
wiped away any of the tracks we may have
created the year before, and now the fynbos is
way above head height, and can literally
swallow a man whole if you are not careful
where you put your feet.  Section rangers, those
who manage the affected areas, seem to change
like underwear and we are constantly dealing
with new individuals, and the same set of
misunderstandings develop once again.  We are 
told that there is an environmental impact study 
being done on sloping, but we are two years
down the line and as yet the great chase is still
in place.  (Could it be that there are so few
slopers that they can’t find you to carry out
their study? JL)  If there are any readers out
there that can get us a hot line to the relevant
authorities, or know someone who can wield a
bit of power within SANP, please can we enlist
your assistance so that we can close this saga
off once and for all.

*
Back to sloping itself. There have been
remarkably few injuries to planes lately, and no
spectacular crashes, so there has been a bunch
load of flying done and very little repair.  

On the same day as the rangers were
approaching us at St. James, Jeff Steffen
thought he would land as close as possible to
the path so as to not incur any further ranger
wrath.  This he did by landing on top of a large
Protea bush, right next to the path.  The glider
landed there okay, then gracefully slid off the
bush, dropped six feet and met mother earth.
This resulted in a kinked outer panel that was
repaired the next day.  

I used to have a fully functional Bee wing, but
on the same day, in a combat session that lasted
no more than 2 minutes, a great hit by Damian
Hinrichsen saw all the gear removed from the
Bee . 

Listed as missing or damaged — 

l one push rod, 
l the other bent out of recognition,
l both control horns, 
l both gear sets stripped, 
l and finally the charger plug poking out
the top of the wing was stripped off leaving 2 
wires poking in the air looking for their own
contact that would have fried the battery. 

A few days repair and the Bee  was back in the
air the next week, getting the spots knocked off
it.

We had one stunning day on Red Hill that saw
everything that could fly, actually take to the
air.  

Peter Prinsloo is a TOSS member who takes
Correx sheeting and builds really great planes
from plans.  His Mig 9 has been seen often, and
his Spitfire has been flown by virtually
everybody in the club.  Peter gets the plans off
the web and goes about building great creations 
that he then dresses in the appropriate colours.
The latest build is a Sukhoi Su-25, from plan
and then painted in the camouflage scheme.
This plane looks just great in the air and with a
few launches and landings, a bunch of lead
taped on the tail to get the CG just right, it flew
just beautifully.  Congratulations to Peter on
another great build.  Simple, cheap effective
and a lot of stress-free flying to be had out of
these Correx planes, and should never be
overlooked as great way to get into the hobby.
They have very forgiving traits and can be
repaired with ease, so make for great trainers on 
the slope.  

Dan Du Toit ’s balsa Spitfire made an
appearance, and looks great doing a run
through the bowl with its subliminal TOSS
markings making sure it knows where it
belongs.  He also has a Mustang  and to those
that know Dan ’s planes, his attention to detail is 
brilliant and all his planes are always turned out 
beautifully. 
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Georg Lerm’s  Impala had a few runs across the 
slope with Jeff Steffen’s Hawk.  

The TOSS war-bird collection is growing. 

*
Finally, there is whisper of a few larger scale
war-birds being built and that the sky could be
filled with a few 2 metre plus fighter aircraft
soon.  But more about that next time.  Just keep
an eye out when the next 40 kilometre an hour
northwester approaches.

See you on the slope.

Cheers
    Kev

    Dan du Toit’s Spitfire    
No argument about what squadron he flies for

 Heading home, across the sea . . . 

 Georg Lerm’s  Impala 

 Mustang launch . . . 

 Dancing Aldijs 

 Impala / Hawk airshow 

 Launching the Savij  
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 DMAC “Most Improved Postal Pilot” 

Don Slatter  

A couple of years ago, DMAC instigated a trophy
for the Most Improved Postals Pilot in DMAC. 

The trophy was beautifully produced by Fred
Wittstock and sponsored by myself.  There is also a
small cash award with the trophy. 

The objective was to reward and encourage those
lower down in Postals who had improved their
performance significantly over the previous year.  The assessment of
improvement was based not entirely upon the number of places gained
but upon the percentage improvement in the number of places.  Thus, for

example, a pilot who moves from 20th place to
5th place will score better than a pilot who
moves from 30th place to 15th even though
they have both gained the same number of
places.  To qualify for assessment, a pilot has to
have flown at least 3 of the 4 Postals rounds in
each year. 

I have said the trophy was really aimed at the
lower placed pilots in Postals, but as Murphy’s
Law would have it, the first time it was awarded 
(last year for the best improvement in the 2006
Postals over the 2005 Postals) the trophy went
to our current best pilot Allan Sneedon.  Allan
improved from 8th in 2005 to 2nd in 2006, a
really outstanding achievement. 

This year, the award was made for best
improvement from 2006 to 2007 and the trophy 
went to Brad Conlon.  Brad improved his 23rd
position in 2006 to 4th in 2007 and is worthy of
our sincere congratulations for another
outstanding performance. 

Mention should again be made of Allan
Sneedon who was determined to retain the
trophy and came close to doing so with his
improvement from 2nd in 2006 to 1st in 2007.
Its hard to improve upon that ! 

              Don

 Brad and his Experience-Pro  
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 Almost Red Hot BERG
      takes 2nd spot at HTL#7 

Evan Shaw 

(Evan sent me this article in the dreaded Word, with pictures
embedded and so of poor quality.  Requests for printable quality pics
fell on deaf ears — I understand Evan’s phone, on which he plays on
the Internet, met with a terminal accident and has yet to be replaced.   JL)

Peter Joffe and I arrived at the Heidelberg field
at about 07h30 on Sunday morning to find
Derek, Martie and Alan Smith already there,
discussing where to set up the winch line.  The
wind was blowing quite hard out of the NW and 
there was a tractor still cutting one section of
grass in the SW corner of the field.  The
majority of the field had already been cut.

The farm, situated just a few km from
Heidelberg, is owned by Derek’s sister Ché.
The field that Ché had prepared for us was
ideal, with plenty of space and nice short
freshly cut grass.  To the N and NE there was a
ridge of hills about 2 km away.  Despite early
reservation about downdrafts etc. these hills
had no adverse effect on the conditions at all.  In 
fact, they probably had some effect on creating
some rather interesting and challenging
conditions.

Peter drove down to the fence line at the far end
of the field and the measured 250 meters back,
and that is where we started unpacking. 

The rest of the mob continued arriving and it
was not long before the teams had established
their positions and their camps were set up.  In
the meantime Lionel and Gert set out the winch
and turnaround lines so the teams could get
their winches set up. 

After the Pilots briefing to once again
familiarise ourselves with the Triathlon Saw-
Tooth event the comp got under way at about
10h00.

The wind had not let up at all and was blowing a 
steady 15 knots.  There was talk all along the
winch line that this was going to be a short
event with no lift about, but it was soon

apparent that there was in fact quite a bit of
wave lift and almost everyone in the first slot
managed to get close to the 8 minute mark.
Remember that the Saw Tooth landing system
awards higher points for landing on the even
minutes, so most pilots elected to land on
8 minutes, rather than risk trying to extend to
the 10 minute max.

Gert was on the ball all day and kept us
informed all the time as to positions of the
teams and pretty soon a nice rivalry had started
between the teams.  

BERG was in 1st position after round one. 
ETB soon took up the challenge and after round 
2 they had taken over the top spot.  BERG had
fallen to 4th at the end of round three.  Then
BERG started crawling it’s way back up and
ended the comp in 2nd spot, just 50 points
behind, after round 5.  

There was no throwaway, so any mistake or
mishaps cost a team plenty.  Teams were made
up of 4 pilots and the best three scores for the
round were counted towards the teams total.

In light of that, ETB is to be commended for
doing so well, because they lost one of their top
pilots when Izak fell out with a broken model in 
round 3.

Martie was there with her travelling diner of
course, and it wasn’t long before she had
breakfast on the go, ably assisted by Shirley.

AAMOF (As a matter of Fact) my tummy
started rumbling the minute I went downwind
and got a whiff of bacon frying.  Hot coffee and
bacon and eggs for breakfast was just what the
doctor ordered. 
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Ché and her entourage had a constant shuttle
service between the farm and the field bringing
all the necessary stuff to keep us hungry souls
satisfied.

Two big braais were brought down to the field
so we could all do our own braai pack. 

The idea was to have lunch after the event, but
when it was noticed that there was someone
flying a power model on a adjacent field about
1km away we decided to halt proceeding for an
early lunch and dispatch someone to go and
investigate the rough pilot.  

Lionel drove around there and found someone
flying a 60 size Stick off the public road.  The
incredible thing was that this guy (a SAMAA
member BTW) had stopped at the field earlier
and watched us flying.  Luckily he was on
2,4 gig so we didn’t have any interference
problems.

By round 2 the conditions had changed a little
and coupled with the fact that some had worked 

out where to get lift, the flight times were being
maxed.  One could launch high in the strong
wind and ride the wave for the first part of the
flight and then thermal back downwind without 
getting too far back.  

This didn’t always work and some slots were
really short with absolutely no lift at all and 6
minutes was hard to achieve, but then other
slots were an absolute doddle. 

There were many factors that made this event
special. Firstly a new and untried venue,
secondly the Triathlon and Saw Tooth event.  It
is quite challenging and team work is essential
if you want to do well.  The emphasis is not on
the individual at all.  

A very nice event and a fitting end to a very
enjoyable HTL season. 

Team Results —

1 Craig Goodrum 3G 4825
2 Dion Liebenberg ETB 4695
3 Conrad Klintworth CCIP 4562
4 Evan Shaw BERG 4559
5 Mark Stockton MALK 4227
6 Chris Adrian CCIP 4084
7 Anton Coetzee JAWV 4008
8 Paul Carnall ETB 3954
9 Rodney Goodrum 3G 3760

10 Kurt Stockton MALK 3573
11 Piet Rheeders BERG 3535
12 Michelle Goodrum 3G 3357
13 Herman Weber ETB 3281
14 Ian Lessem CCIP 3268
15 Derek Marusich (2m) BERG 3033
16 Alan Smith MALK 2878
17 Peter Joffe BERG 2704
18 Volney Klintworth JAWV 2582
19 Wolfgang Steffny JAWV 2062
20 Johan Bruwer JAWV 2012
21 Peter Moore CCIP 1828
22 Lionel Brink MALK 1711
23 Izak Theron ETB 1134

1 ETB 12 024
2 BERG 11 974
3 CCIP 11 945
4 3G 11 942
5 MALK 10 763
6 JAWV   9062

The eventual overall winners of the
Highveld Thermal League for 2007 are —

Open Paul Carnall 

RES Alan Smith

2 metre Derek Marusich

- - - o o O o o - - -

The trouble with these ’Vaalies is that they
assume that everyone else knows what
they know — unfortunately, not always
true . . .

Like, we assume that 3G means the three
Goodies, but who the hell are CCIP,
MALK and JAWV?
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Postal Scores — February

— A League —
1 ex Midrand Model Soarers 9059 0

2 Silverton Gliding Club 8896 0

3 Durban Model Aircraft Club 8215 0

4 Bartlett Egg Radio Gliders 7603 0

— B League —
1 Eastern Thermal Busters 4514 0

2 TEKS Radio Model Club 3186 0

3 Groengoud Gliding Club 1996 0

club   score   disc

1 C. Goodrum xMMS 2288 0 Shadow HN-507 3,7
2 A. Sneedon DMAC 2287 0 Graphite MH-32 3,3
3 J. Shaw BERG 2280 0 Emoyeni 3,4
4 P. Carnall ETB 2277 0 Experience Pro HN-354 3,3
5 M. Goodrum xMMS 2272 0 Experience Pro HN-354 3,3
6 S. Tladi xMMS 2260 0 Experience Pro HN-354 3,3
7 R. Goodrum xMMS 2239 0 Shadow HN-507 3,7
8 J. Coetzer SGC 2237 0 Inkwazi
9 H. Weber ETB 2237 0 Vision

10 J. Bruwer SGC 2231 0 Pike Perfect
11 V. Klintworth SGC 2216 0 Inkwazi
12 C. Adrian SGC 2212 0 Pike Perfect
13 C. Klintworth  (jun) SGC 2113 0 Pike Perfect
14 L. Brink xMMS 2110 0 Experience Pro HN-354 3,3
15 W. Steffny xMMS 2082 0 X-21 MH-32 3,2
16 G. Nieuwoudt TRMC 2049 0 Supra AG-40-43 3,4
17 T. Potter DMAC 2035 0 Graphite MH-32 3,3
18 B. Conlon DMAC 2029 0 X-Pro 3,3
19 M. Siebert GGGC 1996 0
20 P. Joffe BERG 1973 0 2m Tsotsi 2,0
21 J. Coulson DMAC 1864 0 X-Pro 3,3
22 F. Wittstock DMAC 1793 0 2m od 2,0
23 M. May BERG 1746 0 Ellipse 2,8
24 P. Rheeders BERG 1604 0 Makulu 3,0
25 D. Slatter DMAC 1572 0 Pike 3,3
26 N. Smith DMAC 1455 0 2m Spirit Elite 2,0
27 R. Davies BERG 1449 0 Shongololo 3,0
28 D. Bird DMAC 1424 0 Esprit SD-7037 3,2
29 J. Wright DMAC 1167 0 R Sagitta-900 2,5
30 J. Snyman TRMC 1137 0 2m Spirit
31 L. Thomas BERG 218 0 Shongololo 3,0

name club   score  disc class aircraft section span
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 Postal Comments 
— from Club Correspondents around the country —

I must start by saying that I’m disappointed by the number of scores submitted — it’s the lowest I
can remember.  I do hope it’s not anything to do with the new rules, which seem to my eye to have
worked  very nicely and exactly as I planned.  More likely the dreaded electric invasion!

Sadly, SSC was plagued by bad weather and non-availability.  On the one day they might have
made a score, the winch line broke six times before they even tried the first launch!  It must have
been old and brittle — too long out of use?

Both ETB and TRMC only managed two pilots, but promise more in May!

SSC (0 pilots)  John Lightfoot

Emanuele is winding up towards his wedding, so was
not available, even on the one day when Brian and I
were raring to go on what was a lovely morning. 
Then the winch line must have been old and brittle
from lack of use and broke several tines before a
model was even hooked up!  Getting and installing
new line would have taxed our combined blood-
pressures too much.

DMAC (8 pilots) Don Slatter

Most of us pitched up to fly on the 10th February.
However, the weather was unusual in that there was
good lift early in the morning but this got
progressively worse as the morning went on, as some
of us found out after we had committed ourselves.
Brad got his flights in quite early and did the best of
us on that day. 

I went up for a test flight and had such good
conditions that I decided to fly Postals.  Bad mistake!
As Dennis and John Coulson found out also.  So the
five of us who flew that day wound up with terrible
scores; even Brad, although breaking the 2000 point
barrier, will not have been happy with his score. 

The other 4 flew on another day and found conditions
more ‘normal’ .  So Allan (as usual!) wound up with
an outstanding score and Tim also broke the 2000
point barrier.
 

exMMS (6 pilots) Lionel Brink

The morning started oppressively hot and humid, but
a fresh breeze soon covered the BERG field with
cloud, and the occasional rumble of thunder in the
distance from some very dark clouds encouraged

some level of urgency towards the XMS’s attempt at
Postals.  First up was Wolfgang’s X-21 with a
massive launch from Rodney — this F3B X-21 used
the conditions to full advantage to shoot vertically
and then maintain its height in the humid air.  Simon
was up next with his lean-green X-Pro, obviously
with a slightly softer launch — but the hang-ability of 
this model in Simon’s capable hands was amazing.

Craig and Rodney shared Craig’s Shadow, whilst
Michelle and Lionel were sharing Michelle’s X-Pro.

The wind was generally approaching from the
northwest and a common circuit was to fly straight
out to the farm house, gently bank right and then
follow the bubbles back, except Michelle who
enjoyed hanging around in the centre of “sinkville”
(still managing to score well). 

The late afternoon saw the wind swing more from the
west, with the circuits now generally aimed left after
launch towards the trees.  

As my first attempt on this model type I was simply
amazed at the X-Pro’s ability — it can literally
thermal on field-mouse flatulence, turns on a tickey,
and those huge flaps — well, they just stop it dead in
mid-air! This was a very light model with reasonable
penetration into wind — on one flight it took me 21/2

looong minutes to return to the field!  I had to smile at
Craig’s comment about the X-Pro and Shadow
models — “These are completely ruining our ability
to thermal with F3B models”. 

I think we all thoroughly enjoyed the flying.

BERG (6 pilots) Piet Rheeders

Evan, Robert and I flew on the first Sunday (the 3rd
Feb) — Conditions being windy with some good
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thermal activity around.  Evan capitalized on these
conditions as they reached a high at round about
13h30 flying one flight after another with no interval
in between.

I started a little too late and ended up with two really
bad flights as the good conditions just faded away.

Robert had a similar fate to me and also ended with a
mediocre score.

The next group of pilots elected to fly on Sunday the
24th Feb with very similar conditions to the first
Sunday.  

Peter Joffe and his heavy 2m Tsotsi seemed to be on
top with Mike and his T-tail Ellipse close behind.  Len 
Thomas suffered some servo damage on an out
landing on his first flight and opted not to fly the rest
of his flights.
 

SGC (4 pilots) Volney Klintworth

No comments attached. :-( JL

GGGC (1 pilot) Malcom Siebert

Conditions were fantastic and it was not a case of
getting up but more a case of getting down.  This was
the scenario for the first four flights but then some-
one switched off the thermal button for the last flight. 

Hopefully we will have a few more pilots entering for 
the next round.

ETB (2 pilots) Izak Theron

No comments attached. :-( JL

TRMC (2 pilots) Gert Nieuwoudt

I flew my postals on the Friday 1st Feb at 14h30.  My
weekends are very full and on the first day of
February I saw we had good air so decided to do it. 

At that stage my new moulded Supra (the homebuilt
Supra is still to be finished) was not properly set up
for landings and the first landing was 15m, then 10m,
then 6 m short — then I went 6 metres past the spot
with the final landing right on the spot.  After each
flight I was changing flap curves until I got it
“spot-on”. 

At this stage I am very satisfied with the new model
and it suits my type of flying (slow and cautious) very 
well. 

Johan Snyman flew the following Saturday.  

We have ordered 2 gliders from Evan and hope to
have a full team next round.

*
 Gert included some photos of his Supra

in  action — Wouldn’t it be great if I could
include a few more such action shots from

  the Postals — or other events.  
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Southern Soaring Club Committee

Chairman Brian Mulder 021 - 713 0476 (h)
 083 717 1599

Secretary / Treasurer Paul Rackstraw 021 - 689 1441 (h)
 10 Malcolm Road 021 - 659 5403 (w)
 Rondebosch  083 454 3543
 7700

Public Relations Ed Fox 021 - 715 8748 (h)

Member without Portfolio Emanuele Valperga  082 969 4747

Southeaster Editor John Lightfoot 021 - 697 4077 (h)

—  Subscriptions for 2008 —
SSC Southeaster Youngsfield

access card SAMAA total

Full 110 160 100 230 600

 from July 60 80 50 160* 350
 retired 110 160 100 140 510

Junior 60 80 100 110 350
 from July 30 40 50 75* 195

* SSC subs run for the calendar year — we pay SAMAA subs Mar to Feb

(SSC account # 117 074 706 with ABSA Rondebosch — NB Name on deposit slip!)
(Notify John Lightfoot — jfoot@mweb.co.za or fax 021 - 697 4077)


